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Abstract. A two-times interleaved DAC in a standard 65nm CMOS technology is presented with a
data-clock frequency of 4GHz with INL<±2.9LSB. Since two DACs are placed in parallel, their
output current goes to the DAC multiplexer, which alternatively connects one DAC to the output,
and the other one to an identical dummy output. The two-times interleaved DAC with quartered
switches increases the overall data of two times and reduces the complexity of the design
effectively while suppressing the non- idealities.
1. Introduction
With the continuous improvement of data rate, the difficulty in ultra-high-speed single-core
DAC designing has been difficult for hardware designers to accept. The dynamic errors and static
errors affect the performance of ultra-high-speed DAC seriously, in which the impact of dynamic
error is particularly prominent [1].
In this paper, the dual-channel core parallel output architecture is presented requiring a
two-times interleaved structure to combine the two outputs into one output. This structure seems to
increase the chip area and the power consumption, but it suppresses the dynamic non-ideal effect in
the DAC cores, and simplifies the structure designing of a single DAC core, which corresponding
reduces the chip area and power requirements[2]. Overall, the design of the two-times interleaved
structure solves the problems in ultra-high-speed DAC.
2. Architecture
The following figure shows the block diagram of the two-times interleaved DAC. The
current-steering is used in two sub-DACs, and each sub-DAC contains a current source arrays,
cascode, differential output switches, switch drivers and peripheral circuitry about the clock.
Clock receiver and duty-cycle adjustment circuits
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Fig.1 The block diagram of the two-times interleaved DAC
Communication usually requires the accuracy of DAC range from 12 to 16 bits. The minimum
current source is not realistic, because it needs 4K-65K drive units. So the segment structure is
presented. In this paper, the high-6 bits of each sub-DAC adopts decoding technology with dynamic
cell matching (DEM) and the low-10 bits of each sub-DAC adopts the binary decoding segment
structure, so that the current source array of each sub-DAC consists of 64 MSB current sources and
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10 LSB ccurrent souurces. Each
h sub-DAC receives 16-bit 2GS
S/s externall data DATA_A andd
DATA_B with phase difference of 90 degrrees. As sho
own in Figu
ure 2, the suub-DAC will generatee
the non-retturn-to-zeroo current output wavefoorm. The cu
urrent will be
b resampledd by the clo
ock, and thee
clock will select the stable
s
curren
nt signals inn half a cyccle as return
n-to-zero (R
RZ) waveforrm[3]. Sincee
the RZ waaveform haas an ampliitude attenuuation of 6 dB, two sub-DACs
s
aare required
d with 1800
degrees phhase differrence. So that
t
the coomplete no
on-return zeero (NRZ) output waveform iss
synthesizedd[4].When thhe sub-DAC
C switches pprocess the next code, their outpuuts are conneected to thee
dummy ouutputs. So thhe momentaary dynamicc errors of the
t switchess flow into the dummy
y outputs soo
that the noon-ideal efffect does no
ot transmit to the DAC
C output. When
W
these errors meet the stablee
output reqquirements, the analog
g current sw
witches aree connected
d to the outtput of the sub-DAC,,
during whiich the otheer sub-DAC
C processess the next code
c
and is connected to the dum
mmy output..
Although tthe two-tim
mes interleav
ved DAC cconsumes a certain amount of pow
wer and areea, this willl
reduce thee requiremeents for tim
ming and seettling timee in DAC, and powerr consumpttion can bee
controlled to an accepptable level[5][6].

Fig. 2 Diggital phase relationship
2.1 Quarteered switch
hes
Figure 3 shows a sw
witching scheme of codde-independ
dent current switch. Reeplacing thee traditionall
dual-differrential switcches with th
he quarteredd switches, each switch
h is controllled by a con
ntrol signal..
The four ccontrol signnals will furrther improove the dyn
namic charaacteristics oof the ultra--high speedd
D/A conveerters. The four
f
controll signals aree derived from the logiic values off the input data
d and thee
clock signaal. As a ressult, when the
t data dosse not change in two successive
s
cclock cycless, the clockk
produces thhe changingg data on th
he four swittches, but th
he changing
g data does not cause a change too
the output current. When
W
the datta changes in two succcessive clocck cycles, tthe switchess change inn
phase withh the data vaalue, thereby
y causing a current outtput.
The tim
ming diagram
m is shown on the righht. It can be seen that th
he signals oon the curreent switchess
are constanntly compleementary reegardless off data chang
ging or not,, and the paattern does not changee
with the data modeel. Thus, the glitch associated with the code data is converrted into a
w
is a hhigh frequen
ncy of 2 tim
mes to the cclock. So th
he spuriouss
fixed-frequuency spuriious tone which
tone is far from the ussable signal band and itt is easily filtered out.

Fig
g.3 Code- inndependent current swiitch
uit
2.2 Two-tiimes interleeaved circu
The twoo-times inteerleaved circuit structuure is shown
n in Figure 4. The two parallel DA
AC cores, I
and Q, are current-steering. The clock
c
signalls control th
he on-off off the interleaaving switcches, so thatt
the analog output signnals of two channels arre alternatelly conducteed to the DA
AC output and
a dummyy
output, achhieving the dual-channe
d
el two-timees interleaveed output.
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Fiig.4 the twoo-times interrleaved circuit
In this ppaper, the dual-channe
d
els two-tim
mes interleav
ved techniq
que is adoptted to realizze the highh
sampling frequency of 4GSPS
S. Analog domain off the dual--channels ttwo-times interleavedd
technologyy is shown in
i Figure 5. By interleaaving the tw
wo analog siignals from
m channel A and B withh
the same sampling freequency as fDAC and 1880 degrees of
o phase diffference, thee overall sampling ratee
of the interrleaved DAC is equivalent to 2 * f DAC.
A
fDAAC
Two-Times
interleaved
circuit

B

2*fDAC

fDAC
D

Fig.5 Analoog domain interleaving
i
g
2.3 Clock receiver an
nd duty-cyccle adjustm
ment circuitts
In a twoo-times inteerleaved DA
AC, the tim
me for sub-D
DAC which
h is connectted to the DAC
D
outputt
must be thee same withh the other one.
o Otherw
wise an offseet error and a timing errror will be introduced..
The glitch will appeaar around th
he half-Nyqquist frequeency in the frequency domain, afffecting thee
output banndwidth of the DAC. When the ttiming erro
or is presen
nt at t, the sspurious-freee dynamicc
range (SFD
DR) is said as
a follows:
1
)
SFDR  20 log10 (
t   f signal
This rellationship inndicates thaat the static ttiming errorr must be leess than 5000fs, while th
he samplingg
rate is 4GS
S/s, SFDR>
> 50dB witthin the fulll Nyquist zone.
z
This level of acccuracy can be met byy
calibratingg and adjussting the cllock. The clock mod
dule compriises a clock
ck receiving
g circuit, a
frequency dividing cirrcuit, a duty
y-cycle adjuusting circu
uit and a driiving circuiit. The clock receivingg
ng the CML
L architecturre it supportts clock freqquencies up
p to 10 GHzz,
circuit is shhown in Figgure 6. Usin
a 50 Ω reesistor is connected to
o a 1.2V ssource in parallel
p
on each receiiver pin to produce a
differentiall signal. Then the interrnal CML reeceiver receeives the extternal clockk signal, and
d the shifterr
converts thhe CML siggnal to the CMOS
C
signnal. The du
uty-cycle of the clock ccan deviate by 50% ass
the manufaacturing proocess and teemperature ddeviating. We
W calibratee the timingg by DC meeasurement..
One of thee two sub-D
DACs is firrstly set to tthe maximu
um output swing,
s
and the other is
i set at thee
minimum ooutput valuue. The averrage output voltage dep
pends on th
he amplitude
de of the sig
gnal and thee
duty-cycle of the squaare wave recceived. Thee timing alig
gnment circuit adjusts tthe clock ed
dge throughh
a controlleed digitally in Figure 7 until the du
uty-cycle appproaches 50%.
5
the capacittors which are

Fig.6 Cloock receivin
ng circuit
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Fig.7
F
duty-ccycle adjusttment circuiit
3. Measurrement Results
Inputtinng ramp dataa, the simullation resultts are as folllows:

Fig.8 Ram
mp simulatiion results
DNL annd INL test results are as
a follows, w
where DNL
L is ± 1.8LS
SB, and INL
L is ± 2.9LS
SB:

Fig.99 DNL test results
r

r
Fig.1 0 INL test results
4. Conclussions
Throughh the two-tiimes interleeaved circuiit, the DAC conversion
n rate is greaatly improv
ved, and thee
design prooblem of thhe ultra-high
h-speed DA
AC is solveed. Simplify
fying the deesign difficculty of thee
ultra-high--speed DAC
C, it effectiv
vely reducess the overalll area and th
he power coonsumption.
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